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ABSTRACT A test pattern generator generates a pseudorandom test pattern that can be weighted to reduce
the fault coverage in a built-in self-test. The objective of this paper is to propose a new weighted TPG for
a scan-based BIST architecture. The motivation of this work is to generate efficient weighted patterns for
enabling scan chains with reduced power consumption and area. Additionally, the pseudo-primary seed of
TPG is maximized to obtain a considerable length in the weighted pseudorandom patterns. The maximum-
length weighted patterns are executed by assigning separate weights to the specific scan chains using a
weight-enabled clock. This approach reduces the hardware overhead and achieves a low power consumption
of 26.7 nW. Moreover, the proposed weighted TPG is applied in two different test-per-scan BIST architec-
tures and achieves accurate results. The weighted patterns are also generated with fewer switching transitions
and higher fault coverages of 98.81% and 97.35% in two different BIST architectures. This process is
observed with six other circuits under test as their scan chains. The simulation results are tested with a
SilTerra 0.13 µm process on the Mentor Graphics IC design platform. Furthermore, the proposed weighted
TPG is enlarged to a higher bit TPG, which is compared to accomplish the performance strategies. The
experimental results of the proposed TPG design are compared and tabulated with existing potential TPG
designs.

INDEX TERMS Built-in self-test (BIST), circuit under test (CUT), test-pattern generator (TPG).

I. INTRODUCTION
Modern technology has focused on developing low-power
systems for very-large-scale integration (VLSI) high-speed
designs. As a result, several design strategies have been
implemented to mitigate trade-offs between performance,
power, and area. Instead, several approaches have concen-
trated on low-power dissipation during BIST normal-mode
operations rather than test-mode operations [1]. During the
BIST test mode operation, the switching activity in the
scan chains and test data compression using the appropriate
TPG are crucial. Moreover, this testing should be achieved
with high reliability and sensitivity in semiconductor
designs [2]. Figure 1 illustrates an example of a conventional
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FIGURE 1. An example of a conventional pseudorandom TPG;
Jinyi et al. [5].

pseudorandom TPG. The TPG consists of the sequence of
length n shift registers and input seed bits of a0, a1, a2, . . . ,an.
Based on the n-th bit of the shift register, the (i+ 1)-th clock
cycle is updated continuously by the (n − 1)-th bit of the
shift register and the i-th clock cycle. The TPGs use a high
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FIGURE 2. An example of an existing 3-bit weighted pseudorandom TPG: (a) redundant TPG; Barry et al. [17] and (b) TPG; Xiang et al. [18].

degree of parallelism to achieve high-yield specifications
in many practical applications. The TPG linear function is
accomplished according to the output feedback signal and the
input seed bits [3]. Its linear functionalities are used in many
applications such as aircraft systems, cockpit systems, medi-
cal systems, audio and video systems, and power generation
and distribution systems [4].

A TPG consists of deterministic, exhaustive, pseudoran-
dom, pseudorandom-weighted, and mixed-mode outputs [6].
The pseudorandom-weighted output is used to achieve higher
fault coverage in many BIST structures [7]. The weighted
pseudorandom TPG exhibits true randomness and repeatable
patterns in all clock cycles. Typically, it requires one seed
bit to produce one test pattern for n cycles of the scanning
phase in the test-per-scan BIST, where n is the scan chain
length [8]. The latest study [9] decreased the switching activ-
ity during scan shift cycles. Additionally, the TPG allows the
automatic selection of weighted parameters to achieve its low
power. The weighted pseudorandom TPG methods [10], [11]
and their implementation in [12], [13] can effectively reduce
the switching transitions. However, the methods [10], [11],
included additional XOR transitions between the shift reg-
isters, it consumed more power and area. The concerned
drawbacks are eliminated in the proposed design effectively.
The BIST requirements should mainly focus on the higher
fault coverage and the lesser weighted switching activity with
lower power and reduced area overhead [11]. To achieve
these requirements, two approaches can be utilized. One is to
alter the circuit design of the weighted TPG. The other is to
include additional hardware in the weighted TPG [14], [15].
Hence, in this paper, a new pseudorandom-weighted TPG is
constructed using additional hardware. Additionally, higher
fault coverage is achieved in terms of eliminating transition
delay faults using test-point insertion. The test-points are
inserted for every two NAND gate structures of the over-
all design area. The proposed technique involves swapping
weighted test patterns to the scan chains using a phase shifter.

The swapping of the weighted patterns considered for select-
ing the prior scan chains with lesser area is compared with
that of the other scan chains. The weighted patterns are hence
used with all the scan chains of BIST architecture. This
eliminates the faults at a specified output and improves the
fault coverages. The TPG also improves its rapid switching
activity due to its selected weighted patterns and reduces its
average scanning and capturing power consumption during
BIST test-per-scan.

The proposed TPG is designed using logic gate techniques
and applied in two different test-per-scan BIST architectures.
It is implemented and evaluated on a Mentor Graphics IC
station using a SilTerra 0.13 µm submicron process. The rest
of this paper is organized as follows: The existing weighted
pseudorandom TPG is outlined in Section II. In Section III,
a new weighted pseudorandom TPG is proposed. Further-
more, the mathematical analysis of the TPG depicts the
achievement of maximum-length weighted patterns for the
subset of pseudo-primary seeds concurrently. Section IV
presents the application of the proposed TPG in two different
BIST architectures. Experimental results and a discussion of
the proposed TPG along with existing TPGs are presented
in Section V.

II. EXISTING WEIGHTED PSEUDORANDOM TPGs
The primitive polynomial chosen for the TPG is determined
by the even or odd tap bits from the register. Generally,
primitive polynomials are used for generating pseudoran-
dom patterns. If the tap bit sequences of an n-bit TPG are
n,m,k,l, . . . , 0, then the coprimes of the tap numbers, such as
n− n,n− m,n− k,n− l, . . . , n− 0, will also generate the
pseudorandom TPG output [16]. Using this concept, the TPG
can generate a considerable length of pseudo-primary seeds.
In Figures 2 and 3, the black line denotes that the source
TPG yields pseudorandom patterns, and the blue line compo-
nents show the additional hardware used for generating the
weighted pseudorandom patterns.
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FIGURE 3. Examples of existing weighted 3-bit pseudorandom TPGs: (a) Prasad et al. [16] and (b) Hwasoo Shin et al. [19].

The existing weighted redundant TPG method in
Figure 2 (a) uses either hardware or duplication factors. The
hardware redundancy duplicates its function into double
modular redundancy, triple modular redundancy, and so on.
This can be achieved by duplicating the additional hardware
for the source TPG design, thus eliminating the random
pattern-resistant faults. However, the hardware redundancy
TPG achieves good performance factors; it should be
reducible in the hardware overhead. The time redundancy
accomplished using the multiple time criteria instead of the
hardware using the asynchronous clock values ranges from
‘‘0’’ to ‘‘1’’. Nonetheless, the same operation is executed
using multiple time factors for the weighted patterns. This
approach detects numerous resistant faults during different
clock cycles.

The Xiang et al. [18] TPG in Figure 2 (b) is mainly used
for generating the weighted patterns using the control bits for
the multiplexer (Mux). The additional hardware is also used
to generate the reseeding bits required for the test patterns to
identify their faults. TheMux in the additional hardware iden-
tifies the input seeds and the control bits when the constant
weight input Win passes the weighted patterns to an output.
However, this includes a large area overhead in the scan-forest
design of the BIST architecture. This can also be used for
the lesser critical path delay, the scanning power, and capture
power testing. Additionally, this approach uses a complicated
design for the weighted reseeding technique.

To overcome the limitations of existing TPGs [17], [18],
more advanced TPG techniques are introduced later, as shown
in Figure 3. These techniques target the weight of the test pat-
terns using techniques such as information redundancy and
parallel TPGs. Figure 3 (a) represents the Prasad et al. [16]
TPG. This TPG method uses a Mux between the D flip-
flops, wherein the control signal is configured to the weighted
pattern’s initial valid state. Until the valid state of the
weighted patterns is generated simultaneously, the additional
gates introduce a delay in the circuit. Additionally, the gates

introduce high switching transitions in the design. The delay
adversely impacts the area and speed of the TPG. Figure 3 (b)
shows the Hwasoo et al. TPG [19]. Unlike the existing TPG
methods, it uses a small number of hardware logic compo-
nents rather than a replication. Additionally, the weighted
patterns are generated, preferably using only one register
function in the blue line. Although the weighted patterns
predicted in this existing work have less area overhead, they
are insufficient for a large number of pseudo-primary seed
bits ‘m′. A summary of the existing and proposed weighted
TPGs is tabulated in Table 1. The requirements of the existing
works are thus improved in the proposed TPG. It included a
valid state of generating the weighted patterns for a larger
seed bit with less power and area overhead. Significantly,
this approach should guarantee low-power operation in all the
test-per-scan phases of the BIST architecture.

III. PROPOSED LOW-POWER WEIGHTED
PSEUDORANDOM TPG USING THE GALOIS
OPERATION WITH A PHASE SHIFTER
Compared with the existing methods, the proposed weighted
TPG is designed with some advantages, including fewer
switching transitions achieved using the specific weighted
patterns and reduced power attained using fewer hardware
components in the design. This reduces the hardware over-
head and improves the fault coverages in the BIST. The
TPG method shown in Figure 4 is the proposed TPG, which
includes the Galois operation and additional hardware for
weighted pattern generation. The Galois operation in the
proposed TPG is shown by the black dashed line and assumes
constant pseudo-primary seeds (A, X ) for simplification.
However, the constant seed bits can be enlarged using the
same subset of initial primary seeds. The seed subsets are
used to achieve the maximum length in weighted patterns
with less switching activity. The additional hardware indi-
cated by the blue line uses a smaller number of compo-
nents for generating the weighted pseudorandomTPG output.
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TABLE 1. Summary of the related works.

FIGURE 4. Proposed 3-bit weighted pseudorandom TPG.

In addition, the additional hardware design uses a weight-
enabled clock, which enables specific weights through suc-
cessive clock cycles. The particular weights are given to
the respective scan chains through the weighted Mux. The
weight generator clock selection effectively reduces the fault
coverage in terms of the random-pattern resistant fault and
the redundant faults in the BIST architecture.

A 3-bit pseudorandom TPG is proposed according to the
Galois scheme over a field of GF (2m). The test patterns are
generated concurrently using the shift registers and Galois
operation. The synchronous clock for the TPG leads the
bit sequences to be lost while it is incorporated for m-bits.

Hence, the m-bit TPG is designed using asynchronous clocks
in shift registers. The input vector bit (X ) is multiplied con-
tinuously by the pseudo-primary seed bit (A) and added to
the test vectors (Z ). In addition, the state of the registers
accommodates themultilevel parallelism in the TPGs. Conse-
quently, the next (i+1)-th state after the i-th state is described
in terms of the feedback loop structure.

Furthermore, the constant pseudo-primary seeds are
enlarged in the Galois operation of the proposed TPG
design. This can be extended using the following Galois field
Lemma 1 [20] used to identify the subsets of initial pseudo-
primary seeds.
Lemma 1: Let A and X be the two input elements inGF(2m)

and Z be theirmultiplication using theGaloismultiplier. If the
field is assumed to be without modular reduction, then their
weighted patterns are defined asWZ = WA

∗ WX .
Proof: Let A = (a0, a1, . . . ., am) and X = (x0, x1, . . . .,

xm) be the two types of elements in GF(2m), and Z be their
output. Then, the output Z can be determined as in [20]

Z= [(a0∗ x0)+ (a1
∗ x1)

2
+ . . . . . . .+(am−1

∗ xm−1)
2m−1 ]

From the concept of [6], the weighted function satisfies
the linear property. It consists of the property of additiv-
ity, W (A0 + A1) = W (A0) + W (A1), and homogeneity
W(c∗A) =c∗W(A), where ‘c′ is a constant.
Hence, the weighted patterns of Z can be achieved by

W (Z )

= W [(a0∗ x0)+ (a1
∗ x1)

2
+ . . . . . . .+ (am−1

∗ xm−1)
2m−1 ]

= W (a0∗ x0)+W (a1∗ x1)+ . . . . . . .+W (am−1
∗ xm−1)
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Thus,

W (Z ) =
∑m−1

i=0
W (ai∗ xi) =

∑m−1

i=0
W (ai)∗W (x i) (1)

The weighted function is adopted to be between W (Z ) = 0
for the even weights and W (Z ) = 1 for the odd weights.
This allows for a large number of seed bits A and X as A =
2m−1 and X = 2m−1, where m is the number of message
bits in the field of GF(2m). Hence, the weighted patterns
can also be generated with the maximum length, as shown
in equation (1). the conventional TPGs [5] update the next
(i+1)-th state as

Yn[i+1] = Yn−1[i]+ xn∗ Y [i], for 0 ≤ n ≤ m− 1 (2)

Hence, the additional hardware is designed for seed bit poly-
nomial Z [i] instead of the primitive polynomial Y [i], as in
equation (2). The function Z [i] is assumed to be Z [ai] = Z
[a0, a1, . . . ., am−1] because the maximum length TPGs are
generated to the phase shifter. By applying the weighted
function as the polynomial Z [i] in equation (2) on the right
side,

WA[i] = W
[∑m−1

i=0
(Zn−1[i]+ xn∗ Z [i])

]
(3)

As per the linear property, such as homogeneity and the
additive property of [6], equation (3) can be simplified as

WA[i] = W
[∑m−1

i=0
Zn−1[i]

]
+ Z [i]W

[∑m−1

i=0
xn

]
(4)

However, for a large number of seed bits with subjective
vector bits g(X ) =

∑m−1
i=0 xn, equation (4) is applied as

a weighted generator. The conventional TPGs [5] require
‘2m−1’ binary additions due to the primitive polynomial Y [i].
Concerning the proposed 3-bit TPG, the weight generation
is defined as the convolution of the ‘m-1’ binary additions
multiplexed with pseudo primary seeds. Here, the proposed
TPG requires only ‘m′ binary additions and one selection,
as shown in equation (4). WE is the estimated weight to be
obtained at the (i+1)-th clock cycle, and k denotes the total
number of clocks in equation (5).WE assign random weights
in the range of ‘0’ to ‘k’ using the clock delay of the D flip-
flop. To obtain the estimated weight in equation (2), the left
side can be applied with the weighted function as

WE [i+ j] = W [Zn[i+ j]] where j = {1,2,. . . k} (5)

The additional hardware introduced in the proposed design is
indicated by the blue line components. This approach uses an
XOR gate, weight generator, and phase shift selection using
the weighted Mux. WA is denoted as the tapped convolution
value actual weight by the XOR gate, and WE are indicated
as an estimated weight by the weight generator. The weight-
enabled clock activates one of the weighted patterns to the
weight generator. The weighted patterns are mathematically
calculated using the probability distribution.

A flowchart summary of the proposed weighted TPG oper-
ation is shown in Figure 5. The weighted Mux acts as a phase
shifter to shift the actual and estimated weighted patterns

FIGURE 5. Flowchart of the proposed weighted pseudorandom TPG
operation.

to the scan chains. The weighted Mux also selects the con-
volution bits WE and WA with self-control, as the weighted
patternsWE andWA can be shifted to the output Yw according
to the pseudorandom test patterns (Y ). The scan chains are
identified by the weighted patterns WE and WA using the
following essential properties.

1) First, the weighted patterns WA generated with the
probabilities of having ‘0’ or ‘1’ assigned to the certain
scan chains occupy a smaller area. The output of the
weighted Mux depends on the important feature of the
pseudorandomness of the seed inputs. Consider a case
in which Y0 will be swapped with Y1, Y2 until Yn,
according to the value of the Galois operation (Z ) in the
proposed 3-bit TPG. Here, Y2 is Y, which is connected
to the selection input of the Mux. This determines
the weighted pattern. Hence, overall switching transi-
tions in the scan chain primary inputs can be reduced
by 25%.

2) Second, the weighted patterns WE are selected by the
weighted Mux if the pseudorandom output (Y ) gener-
ates an equal number of ‘0’ or ‘1’ values after swapping
through the shift registers. If the two scan cell inputs are
adjacent to each other at the i-th clock, the probability
value is assumed to be 0.55. The two interconnected
scan chain cells are assigned a probability value of 0.75.
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TABLE 2. Operation of the proposed weighted TPG for the scan chains selection.

The random probability value of 0.65 is allocated to the
scan chains with similar input vectors whose transition
probability has the same value. A probability value
of 0.85 is applied to the remaining scan chain cells.

The weights generated by the TPG in different clock cycles
are assumed to bew0,w1,w2, . . .wn∈{0.55, 0.65, 0.75, 0.85},
which are the probability distributions. The respective
weights are assigned to the scan chains as S0, S1, S2, . . . ,Sn.
Here, n denotes the total number of scan chains to be tested.
The full-length test patterns are weighted based on the
probability distribution analysis. For scan chain selection,
the weighted patterns are calculated in the estimated times
of i+1, i+2, i+3, and i+4. The probability of the weights is
considered to insert more scan-shift cycles rather than capture
cycles. Hence, the proposed TPG compares the estimated
and actual weights at successive clock cycles to detect their
faults. The conventional TPG updates the next stages linearly
without a weighted function, which is not consistent. The
comparison of weights for selecting the scan chains allows
specifying the output from the shift register at each clock
cycle.

The operation of the proposed 3-bit TPGwith the weighted
functions is shown in Table 2. The seed bit polynomial Y [i]
is defined as 1 + x3 for even weights and 1 + x + x3 for
odd weights. The successive weights are generated as an even
parity of ‘0’ and an odd parity of ‘1’ concurrently by the
Galois operation using equation (1). Additionally, the last

term W
[∑m−1

i=0 xn
]
, indicated in equation (4), is assumed

to be W [x0] = WA in the TPG. Initially, the weight WA
accumulates in the weighted Mux, and later, at the (i+ 1)-th
iteration, the weightWE is achieved. AlthoughWA generates
both even and odd parities, the additional WE bits are con-
tinuously defined for accurate weights in the TPG output.
This is represented as WE [i + 1] in equation (5) and can be
accomplished in the weight generator using the weight enable
signal and the tapped convolution values of the cascaded
register function. According to the weightsWA andWE using
additional hardware, eight iterations can occur during the
duration of the (i + j)-th clock cycle. The (i + j)-th clock
cycle weighted patterns WE are listed as i, i+1, i+2, i+3

and i+4. The overall repetitive weighted clock cycle selects
the scan chains using weights from ‘0’ to ‘1’ as 0, 0.55,
0.65, 0.75, 0.85, and 1. The weighted clock is operated as an
asynchronous clock signal. The different operating frequen-
cies of the weighted clock are determined using the decimal
values of the asynchronous D flip-flops as a weight generator.
However, the scan chains are partitioned into six numbers
based on the weighted pattern selection; this process selects
more than one number of scan chains at any clock cycle due
to its designated weight function.

IV. APPLICATION OF PROPOSED WEIGHTED TPG IN
TEST-PER-SCAN BIST ARCHITECTURE
The proposed weighted TPGs are implemented in the scan
chains to achieve adequate statistical properties suitable in
the BIST architecture. BIST architecture is tested using two
methods: test-per-clock and test-per-scan. Test per clock is
the testing method used to test CUTs individually using
the test-point insertion. Test-per-scan is the method used
to test the number of scan chains of the BIST in parallel.
In general, fault coverage in the test-per-scan BIST can be
accurately achieved by using test-point insertion between
scan chains. The test-per-scan BIST architecture consists of
a TPG, response analyzer, and signature register. The archi-
tecture includes the multiple-input signature register (MISR)
as a response analyzer used to analyze whether the CUT is
fault-free or fault-free [7].

The pseudorandom testing phase is tested with six scan
chains, and the results are shown in Table 3. The scan chains
are chosen as S0, S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5 for the respective
CUTs, such as the Baugh-Wooley multiplier, CSA multiplier
restoring square rooter, non-restoring square rooter, restoring
array divider, and 6T SRAM memory cell. The scan chain
test is carried out with a supply voltage of 2 V due to its
better performance analysis. TheCUTs, acting as scan chains,
are evaluated with respect to their WSA, fault coverage, test
power consumption, and area overhead for a more explicit
comparison. The best- and worst-case gate counts for the
respective scan chains are listed. These are used to compute
the requirements for the test pattern length. The length of
the test sequences can be increased to achieve better fault
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TABLE 3. Statistical analysis of the scan chains.

TABLE 4. Various performance comparisons of the proposed TPG and the existing TPGs [16]–[19] in the BIST architecture [21], [22].

coverages in the overall system. The percentage of the fault
coverage includes the random-pattern delay fault. The exper-
imental results show that significantly better fault coverages
are achieved for all the scan chains. The memory cell [23]
achieves 100% fault coverage with a power consumption
of 0.002 mW since it uses a limited number of transistors
in its design. The CUT of the multiplier design achieves
nearly 99%. The results show that the proposed weighted
TPG achieves better fault coverages and reduced area over-
head in the respective scan chains.

The proposed TPG for the test-per-scan method is pro-
cessed as follows: in the first i-th clock cycle, the first set
of generated weighted patterns is applied to the scan chains
if the scan chains are set to the capture phase. The first set of
weightsw0,w1,w2,w3,w4,w5 ∈ {0, 0.55, 0.65, 0.75, 0.85, 1}
are assigned to the various scan chains S5, S0, S1, S2, S4, and
S3 as per the design strategies. Otherwise, the scan chains
are assigned to the scanning phase, where the scan chains
are tested for their faults. At the next clock, the (i+ j)-th,
the second set of weighted patterns is applied to the scan

chains, and the above process continues until all the clock
cycles have been run again. Each iteration of the weighted
pseudorandom patterns in the BIST architecture assumes that
the testing method sets 200 to 2,000 clock cycles to test the
scan chains. The testing cycle of each scan chain consists
of the capture phase and the scanning phase. During the
scanning phase, the number of weighted patterns is shifted
by the phase shifter, which shifts the weighted patterns to the
scan chain CUT to be tested.

The design of the BIST testability architecture is analyzed
and listed using various TPG designs in Table 4. A BIST [21]
consists of a TPG, XOR compressor, and MISR signature
analyzer with auxiliary blocks such as the eliminator of the
unknown source (X), the dynamic X tolerance, and the low-
power sequencer logic. The BIST [22] displays observations
with components such as a TPG, test response compactor, and
MISR signature analyzer in conjunction with embedded test
points. It typically enables 10%-15% reduction in the hard-
ware. For fair comparison results of the proposed TPG, the
existing TPGs are also simulated using the gating techniques
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FIGURE 6. Fault coverage across various clock cycles in the (a) P. Wohl et al. [21] BIST and (b) Elham et al. [22] BIST.

and implemented in the two BIST designs. Because the typ-
ical primary input gates are clustered in the proposed design
using simple logic gates, the gate counts are reduced. The
XOR gate compressor and the X masking technique in [21]
are designed to compact the scan chain output without degra-
dation and eliminate the unknown source bits included during
shift cycles. TheMISR is later used to identify the faults in the
scan chain output. In [22], the XOR compressor was designed
using the Mux design and analyzed in the MISR. The TPG
used the phase shifter to shift the weighted patterns to the
scan chains synchronously.

The proposed TPG assigns separate weights for the respec-
tive scan chains using the weight enable signal. The WSA
can be approximated in the circuit design using the following
equation:

WSA =
∑allgates

out=1
fout (gout (V )) (6)

Here, in equation (6), fout is the gate out fanout for the
applied voltage V for all the specified gate outputs used in the
circuit design. TheWSA savings are the percentages ofWSA
occurrence in the designs. The proposed TPG attains 23.5%
and 25.5% in BIST compared with ref. [21] and ref. [22],
respectively. The savings in the switching activity are reduced
by more than 10% compared with TPGs [16], [18], [19],
and 13% more compared with TPGs [17]. The percentage of
WSA savings achieves 10-15% reduction compared with the
existing authors.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) present the fault coverage compari-
son of the proposed TPG with the existing TPGs applied in
BISTs [21] and [22], respectively. Based on the probabilistic
scan chain testability, the fault coverage is estimated with
transition delay faults. It can be calculated by inserting the
test points in the TTL circuit design [24]. The test requires
one launch pattern in addition to the initialization pattern to

analyze the response of the CUT, and it is captured at the scan-
in phase. For example, during the first scanning phase, scan
chains S5, S0, S1, S2, S4, and S3 are selected. Initially, at the
first clock, the logic ‘0’ is loaded into the scan cell S0.
In contrast, logic ‘1’ is loaded into scan cell S5. If the value

of scan cell S5 results in logic ‘1’, then the first functional
clock pulse will cause scan chain S0 to capture logic ‘1’ at
its input. The logic ‘0’ to ‘1’ transitions will be propagated
towards the next scan chain S1. Then, the captured value is
unloaded and shifted out for fault verification. If logic ‘1’
is captured at S1, then the transition delay does not occur in
the desired time between the scanning and capture phases.
If logic ‘0’ is captured, then the random pattern delay fault
occurs in the circuit. The design’s total faults are measured in
terms of fault coverage and indicated as a percentage value.

The proposed TPG includes a smaller number of compo-
nents with a Galois adder and a Galois multiplier to achieve
its weighted pattern compared with the other TPG methods.
Hence, it requires fewer transition delay faults. More than
20% of coverage can be achieved compared with the existing
TPGs [16]–[19]. TPG [18] acquires better fault coverage
of 86.87% in the P. Wohl et al. BIST [21] than 84.16% in the
E. Moghaddam et al. BIST [22]. The fault coverage between
Prasad et al. [16] and Xiang et al. [18] is less than 5%,
whereas greater than 10% improvement is achieved compared
with the proposed TPG.

The throughput of the proposed method achieves 89.9%
compared with P. Wohl et al. [21] and 84.69% with
Elham et al. [22]. The effective test-per-scan testability in
BIST [21] is possible due to auxiliary blocks. The captured
power values of 70.03 mW in [21] and 68.21 mW in [22]
during the capture phase, and the scanning power values
of 695.1 mW in [21] and 453.521 mW in [22] for the pro-
posed method during the scanning phase of the BIST are
critically reduced. The area overhead for the proposed TPG
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in the architecture is lower with a high operating frequency of
2.3 GHz and a temperature of 27◦ Celsius. It is more evident
that the proposed TPG achieves better performance than the
existing TPGs.

The TPG can obtain better fault coverage of more than
95% in both BIST designs compared with existing weighted
TPGs. The coverage difference is 10% greater than that of
TPG [17] and 5% greater than that of TPGs [16] and [18]
when the clock cycle exceeds 1,800. The proposed TPG
can achieve better fault coverage in all clock cycles from
200 to 2,000 shifts. This is because only 30% of the scan
chains are activated during the pseudorandom testing phase.
The size of the TPG for the scan chains is allocated as a 32-bit
weighted pattern. For clock cycles from 300 to 2,000, the 30%
activated scan chains achieve more fault coverage than the
100% activated scan chains at 200 cycles.

Since [5] is the standard TPG, it cannot be implemented by
the most recent BIST models, taking into account the higher
delay and lower throughput. Additionally, the weighted pat-
terns cannot be generated by [5]; it is not well suited for the
BIST [21], [22] designs. However, the conventional TPGs are
considered due to their fair comparison of physical factors in
section V with the proposed weighted TPG.

V. OPERATION OF PROPOSED WEIGHTED
PSEUDORANDOM TPG WITH SIMULATION
TEST BENCH SETUP
The proposed weighted TPG simulation results are carried
out using the SilTerra 0.13 µm process on a Mentor Graphics
IC design platform. The cumulative degradation in the bit pat-
terns may lead the circuit to a faulty output. Hence, the input
seed bits are directly incorporated into the shift registers
with the input capacitance effect. The capacitances that are
included in the input vectors avoid degradation in pseudo-
primary seeds. Additionally, the TPG transistor design out-
puts are loaded with buffers to ensure that they should be
satisfied with the proper load conditions. The shift register is
a cascaded configuration and is loaded with buffers, consider-
ing that it should be weak enough to maintain its restoration.
The swings from the VLH to VHL and VHL to VLH are retained
using the weak buffer designs at the output drain. The transis-
tors are also chosen to be operated in the linear region or the
saturation region tomaintain their high operating frequencies.
Hence, the circuit operates faster than the existing designs.
In addition, to obtain better output voltage performances,
the dynamic current operates only through the ON branches
and maintains small resistance values. The proposed design
simulation results are compared with the other potential TPG
designs reported in [5], [16]–[19] with respect to accuracy.

Figure 7 represents the timing diagram of the different
existing TPGs. The output voltage Yw in the existing TPGs is
subjected to the problem of voltage degradation. The voltage
degradation in TPG [17] and TPG [18] is larger than that
in TPG [16] and [19]. In [17], degradation occurs due to
redundant test vector detection. Although TPG [18] elim-
inates TPG [17] redundancy, it experiences larger circuit

components for weighted pattern generation. However,
in [19], only one clock input is given to activate the weighted
pattern; it exhibits a larger critical path delay from the input to
the output. Hence, the output voltage degrades in the swings
of low-to-high and high-to-low transitions compared with
TPG [16]. Consequently, the delay in the output (Yw) is better
in TPG [16], as analyzed with respect to TPGs [17]–[19].

Figure 8 denotes the timing diagram for the proposed TPG
and its sweep distribution of voltage versus temperature. The
chip voltage is maintained from 1.2 to 2.8 V for temperature
analysis. This shows that the chip can operate well without
discrepancies, as intended for higher temperature factors.
In the practical timing analysis of the proposed TPG, an input
supply voltage of 1.5 V is applied with a high frequency
of 2.3 GHz. The cascaded connection of the registered design
in the proposed method provides the proper input signal for
weight generation. Due to the asynchronous clock design of
the proposed method, the individual clock in the D flip-flops
effectively shifts the bit-by-bit seed patterns to an output volt-
age. The problem that occurs in the delay due to its internal
switching activity in the existing TPGs [16]–[19] is reduced
in the proposed TPG. Additionally, the redundancy of the
input test vectors computed twice during the weighted pattern
generation is eliminated. Eventually, the proposed weighted
pseudorandom output voltage V (Yw) generates weighted pat-
terns continuously with less degradation.

The performance factors, such as gate counts, power con-
sumption, delay, throughput, latency, and area of the TPG, are
comparedwith the various existing TPGs tabulated in Table 5.
The gate counts are calculated as the number of transis-
tors used by the logic gate technique. The gate counts are
reduced to 144 counts in the proposed design compared
with the existing TPG counts of 179, 258, 250, 236, and
156 for [5], [16]–[18], , and [19], respectively. The most
common metrics of a good chip are the power consumption
and the efficiency of the circuit. The throughput is mea-
sured in Gbits/s, which is calculated using the property of
inversion in the given clock period or the internal critical
path delay. The power-delay product (PDP) and the area-
delay product (ADP) have been minimized to enhance the
power, area, and delay. The PDP is the energy consumption
that is required by the TPG, whereas the ADP denotes the
hardware consumption per test cycle in the ASIC designs.
This determines the designed circuit energy efficiency and
overhead efficiency per chip. The circuit performed well for
the proposed TPG method as per the results. Additionally,
the power efficiency of 98.2% is calculated using successive
power values for the sweep voltage distribution of the TPG.
The TPG power consumption of 26.7 nW is optimized from
the existing designs [5], [16]–[19] due to the reduced capac-
itance values, the timing criterion, and the low-transition
activity. The power degeneration across the circuit design is
rectified using the asynchronous clock design and the buffer
scan chain. This scan chain is used to force the pseudo-
primary inputs to the pseudorandom outputs. By reducing
the supply voltage below 1.2 V, the delay increases, whereas
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FIGURE 7. A timing diagram of the existing weighted pseudorandom TPG: (a) W. Johnson et al. [16], (b) D. Xiang et al. [15],
(c) Dhar et al. [14], and (d) Hwasoo Shin et al. [17].

TABLE 5. Physical factors of different TPG designs with the bit of length ‘3’.

the energy consumption decreases quadratically [25]. Hence,
the respective supply voltages of 1.5 V provide the various
critical paths. The proposed TPG operates at a frequency

of 2.3 GHz with a throughput of 87.3 Gbits/s without power
efficiency degradation. The digital circuit speed is one of
the essential factors in deep submicron technology and multi
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FIGURE 8. A timing diagram of the proposed weighted pseudorandom TPG (a) and (b) the sweep voltage vs. temperature.

TABLE 6. Summary of the bit-wise performances of the proposed weighted TPG along with the existing TPGs [5], [16]–[19].

gigahertz IC design. It directly depends on the critical path
delay [26]. Hence, the proposed TPG achieved a shorter delay
of 11.45 ns by reducing the transistor sizes from input to
output, and by reducing the path length. The transistor sizes
in the design are 130 nm × 200 nm for the n-type and
130 nm × 400 nm for the p-type.

The cascaded design of the proposed TPG bitwise cir-
cuits is integrated along with the weak buffers, path ON
resistances, and parasitic capacitances in sequential order
to reduce the propagation delay. Table 6 interprets the per-
formance factors such as power, delay, and area for the
higher bits of the proposed TPG with the [5], [16]–[19]
TPGs. It clearly shows that the delay in the proposed TPG
is decreased by 50% compared with other TPGs due to

the reduced number of combinational circuits in the design.
Power consumption conservation far superior to 10% can be
achieved: 51.46 nW is consumed for 4 bits, with 0.215 µW
consumed for 32 bits. Although the conventional TPG [5]
achieves good performance in terms of area overhead and
power consumption compared with other TPGs, it cannot
maintain the circuit delay. The delay in existing TPGs is
due to high transition activity. The area occupied by [16] is
relatively high compared with TPGs [17] and [19]. Unlike the
current TPG methods [16]–[19], whose hardware complexi-
ties are greater than that of the conventional TPG [5], TPG [5]
failed to produce efficient weighted patterns. Considerably,
the weighted TPG is proposed to reduce the gate counts
by applying the Galois operation linear property, according
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FIGURE 9. Monte Carlo simulation results for the voltage distribution of the proposed weighted TPG.

FIGURE 10. (a) Power consumption and (b) current consumption versus voltage sweep for the TPGs.

to (4) and (5). The 32-bit proposed TPG occupies an area
of 4263 µm2, which is approximately 51% less than that of
TPG [16]. Additionally, it conserves 42.2% and 19.9% of the
area compared with [19] and [5], respectively.

A Monte Carlo analysis of the proposed TPG is per-
formed to identify the random distribution of weighted
pseudorandom patterns. This guarantees the framework of

uniform pseudorandom patterns generated continuously for
testing the scan chains. This method also assures the repeata-
bility of pseudorandom pattern achievement in all itera-
tions [27]. Hence, the repeatable random pattern in this paper
is achieved for 100 iterations, which are shown in Figure 9.
It can be seen that for the various voltage sweeps, the pro-
posed weighted TPG can run repeatedly. The histogram
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and Gaussian distribution are denoted with iterations
of 50 to 700 cycles per run as Y1 and the frequency range of
1 to 2.0 GHz as Y2 in the graph, with 4,230 samples of
pseudo-primary input. The gate transition delays are repre-
sented by the Monte Carlo analysis, Gaussian distributions,
and histograms with probabilistic values. For example, at the
probability value of 51.72%, the delay values range from
2.0108 to 2.44213 in the Gaussian distribution.

The simulation results of the power and current con-
sumption concerning the voltage distribution are shown in
Figures 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. The power consump-
tion incorporates a gradual increase in terms of the chip
voltage from 1.2 V to 2.2 V. Since the circuit design uses
traditional CMOS transistors, it has the advantage of low
power consumption. The existing methods involving the
Galois adder and Galois multiplier for each tapping bit of
the TPG consume more scan-in test power and current than
the proposed method. Hence, area-efficient design is also
achieved compared with the existing methods. In large-scale
design fabrication, more power consumption occurs due to
the extensive switching activity [23]. The proposed TPG is
designed using the CMOS gate technique with low-leakage
D flip-flops and low transition XOR gates, due to their lower
power consumption. The power leakage is reduced in each
stage by combining the transistor gates with the dynamic
current-mode logic principle. The dynamic current mode
leakage depends on the simultaneous ON times of the p-type
and n-type transistors and their sizes. Their source amplitude
to drain current is related to the drain diffusion area and the
leakage current factor [19]. Hence, the weak buffer design is
used for the swing restoration between the D flip-flops and
XOR gates. It also suppresses the dynamic leakage current.

The proposed TPG consumes power and current in terms of
nano units. Although the conventional TPG [5] consumed less
power and current compared with TPGs [16]– [19], it cannot
achieve the weighted patterns. The proposed TPG dissipates a
power of 195.5 nW, and the current consumption is 32.69 nA
for a chip voltage of 2.2 V. However, Johnson et al. [17]
dissipated power of 600 nW and current of 83.4 nA, which
is high compared with the rest of the TPGs.

VI. CONCLUSION
A new low-power weighted TPG is proposed for generat-
ing effective weighted patterns. The subset of the initial
pseudo-primary seed bits is calculated mathematically using
the Galois operation, which achieves maximum-length
weighted patterns with low transition. The weightedMux acts
as a phase shifter in the design and is used for limiting the
switching transitions during the test-per-scan method. The
proposed weighted TPG is enhanced to implement a 32-bit
TPG, guaranteeing low power consumption on all clock
cycles with lower area overhead. Correspondingly, the PDP
for the proposed design achieves an approximately 43.3%
reduction compared with the existing TPGs. Experimental
results show that the performance criteria for the proposed

TPG are better compared with the various TPGs. The work is
implemented in two different BIST architectures to demon-
strate WSA savings and higher fault coverage. The WSA
savings achieved are 23.5% considering P. Wohl et al. [21]
and 25.5% considering Elham et al. [22]. The fault coverage
is mainly enveloped for transition delay faults. Furthermore,
this work can be extended to realize sequential faults, redun-
dant faults, scanning and capture phase transition faults, and
stuck-open faults. This approach can also be implemented in
the multiple scan-forest architectures of the BIST.
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